
VM01
Automatic back pocket
setter with cold creaser

view more

https://www.vibemac.com/pocket-setting-double-motor-vm01


The VM01 is a state-of-the-art pocket attaching unit developed with Italian technology. 

Featuring an innovative cold creasing system, it efficiently attaches back pockets on 

jeans and work trousers without the need for pre-ironing. With adjustable speed and 

the ability to handle various pocket designs, the VM01 is a versatile addition to any 

production line. Moreover, its wide working area and the ability to raise the sewing 

mechanism for more room make it stand out from standard pattern machines. 

Additionally, the unit’s easy changeability of jigs and its cost-effectiveness provide 

enhanced flexibility.

VM01
Automatic back pocket setter with cold creaser

FLEXIBILITY

QUALITY

Max Sewing Speed: 3500 rpm

Sewing Area: 300 X 250 mm 

Sewing Machine Motor: Ac Servomotor

Power Consumption: 0.8 Kw/h

Power Supply Voltage: 380 V + N

Pneumatic Supply: 7 Bar

Air Consumption: 3L/cycle

Dual Independent Motor Control 
The VM01 features two separate motors controlling the needle bar and crochet, 
providing greater sewing flexibility and precision for higher quality results

Wide Working Area 
The VM01 offers a wider working area, allowing for more flexibility when sewing 
pockets not only on trousers, but also on other types of clothing. With the ability to 
raise the sewing mechanism, this unit provides additional room for maneuvering 
and sewing, making it stand out from standard pattern

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

efficiency



The accessories described here may not be included in the price of the machine. Please refer to the commercial documents for information on prices and conditions.

DATA

 √ Application: light, medium, heavy, stretch Denim fabric

FEATURES

 › Patented sewing head for attaching pockets without pre-ironing

 › Adjustable speed for use in both large and small productions

 › Laser technology to aid accurate placement and alignment of fabric

 › Vacuum system and blades for folding fabric in preparation for stitching

 › Computer-controlled, allowing for easy changes to the program containing all 

shapes and pocket data

 › Remote assistance from Italy via Wi-Fi in case of technical issues

 › Cost-effective, easy and fast to change jigs for added flexibility

 √ Includes a PC with Vibemac software for added convenience and control

many kind of pockets

OPTIONAL

• Looseness kit for allowance of the quarter panel

• Reinforcement under the quarter panel to strengthen the bartack of the pockets



VI.BE.MAC. S.p.A.

Società soggetta a direzione e coordinamento di Jack Europe S.à.r.l.

Via Monte Pastello, 7/i - 37057 San Giovanni Lupatoto (VR), Italy

vibemac@vbm-grp.com - sales@vbm-grp.com - customercare@vbm-grp.com

Tel. +39 045 8778151 / 8778152
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